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Thuella's slenderness was accentuated by an extremely
clinging olive-green gown of fine silk. If it hadn't been that she
was so deliberately setting herself to cajole Wizzie, Dud would
have been fascinated by her appearance. With that silk gown
clinging to her body she looked exactly like the Lamia of Keats's
poem; while from the expression on Wizzie's face, an expression
of almost idiotic satisfaction, he gathered that the seduction
was complete.
"Does she do it on purpose, to drive the 'Horse-Head' to
frenzy?" he wondered, observing the look of desperation on
Mrs. Dearth's face. But the odd thing was that what really
was bothering his mind at that moment had nothing to do with
Wizzie. What he found so disturbing was the simple and natural
fact that at any second the door of this superfeminine room
might open, and Mr. and Mrs. Quirm come in. He knew that
Mr. and Mrs. Quirm had been invited. He knew they were
expected. It wasn't a matter of the usual vague uncertainty,
whether they would be there or not. It was a matter of certainty.
How was it that this group of people could go on behaving so
naturally, so spontaneously, so casually, when there was nothing
in the whole stream of Time, nothing in the infinite past,
nothing in the infinite future, that could stop Mr. and Mrs.
Quirm from coming into that room in one minute, in half a
minute, in a second?
Seated on the sofa by his host's side in this ladylike room
listening with polite attention to the man's Platonizing, who
—poor dandified devil!—seemed relieved to be talking to any-
one who wasn't a daughter^ No-inan tried to explain to him-
self why it was that his pulses were beating such a tune in
expectation of the appearance of these people. He had seen them
once or twice—not often, because of his shyness of Thuella, but
enough to have kept up a sort of rough intimacy with Nancy
Quirm. No, no, it wasn't because of her that he experienced this
singular excitement. It was because of her husband. Him he
had hardly seen at all, never at any rate to speak to since that
first day; but it certainly was over him, not over the cemetery-
woman, that this coil in his nerves was growing to such a pitch*
Was it because the man was the only person in Dorchester who
knew him as a writer?
He felt anything but easy with regard to those two forms
on the other sofa> his girl's figure in her black dress, and that

